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Status: New Start date: 2008-03-31

Priority: Normal Due date:  

Assignee:  % Done: 0%

Category: Forums Estimated time: 0.00 hour

Target version:    

Resolution:    

Description

A user at our Redmine has reported a wish to get a "global overview of Forums".

That is, not a global forum, but a overview over available forums in all projects.  I can also see that this would be a nice feature - as

opposed to scanning all projects for forums, and new posts.  I can also see that this wouldn't be appropriate for a Redmine with many

large projects, as it would be cluttering and just too much information.

Maybe something for the "Personalize"-page?

Related issues:

Related to Redmine - Patch #12664: MyPage block for latest forum posts New

History

#1 - 2008-03-31 16:54 - Eric Davis

Maybe something for the "Personalize"-page?

 A few "My Page" blocks would work good for this.

Latest forum posts - same thing as Latest issues but for forums

Forum threads without any comments - many forums have this features.  It would show a list of forum posts that don't have any follow up

comments.  It's good to keep track of all the threads that might have been missed.

#2 - 2012-07-26 12:00 - Jan Niggemann (redmine.org team member)

I was about to write a feature request on this when I realized there's already one.

Currently users can not easily see all forum posts they made, a block for "My page" could show those.

Any progress on this?

I read about a module "LatestForumMessages" doing this, but it depends on another module (BlocksLayout)...

I find it cumbersome to have to add this via multiple plugins...

#3 - 2012-12-21 20:26 - Jan Niggemann (redmine.org team member)

Eric Davis wrote:

A few "My Page" blocks would work good for this.

Latest forum posts - same thing as Latest issues but for forums

 Done, see #12664

Forum threads without any comments - many forums have this features.  It would show a list of forum posts that don't have any follow up

comments.  It's good to keep track of all the threads that might have been missed.

 IMHO it would be better to have this as a filter on the boards page instead of a block on "My Page"...
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